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Near infrared spectroscopy: clinical and research uses
David A. Hampton and Martin A. Schreiber

BACKGROUND: Pulse oximetry is routinely used to
measure hemoglobin saturation and is currently the
gold standard to assess oxygenation in patients. Due to
attenuation of infrared light by skin, bone, and other
organs, pulse oximetry cannot assess end-organ tissue
oxygenation (StO2). Near infrared spectroscopy (NIS)
penetrates a broad range of tissues and utilizes reflection rather than direct transmission between an emitter
and receiver pair. NIS is able to measure StO2 and
assess end-organ perfusion in a variety of applications.
STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS: A retrospective
review of recent animal and human StO2 studies was
undertaken. StO2 measurements and outcomes were
assessed.
RESULTS: StO2 measurements identified visceral
organ ischemia in animal hemorrhage models. These
measurements were also able to guide optimization of
resuscitation and end-organ oxygenation. Human
studies demonstrated StO2 changes preceded those
seen in traditionally measured parameters such as
blood pressure, heart rate, base deficit, serum lactate,
and mental status. Additionally, StO2 thresholds identified trauma patients who required massive transfusions,
developed multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, or
experienced lower extremity compartment syndrome.
StO2 measurements also demonstrated a benefit in
selecting resuscitation fluids, assessing end-organ oxygenation during blood transfusion, and quantifying the
oxygen-carrying deficit secondary to the blood storage
lesion.
CONCLUSION: StO2 measurements have been used to
guide resuscitation efforts in trauma patients. This technology and its applications continue to evolve and represent a novel change in patient care.
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oninvasive pulse oximetry has been the gold
standard measure for hypoxemia in hospital
and field settings for decades. Originally
developed in 1935 by Dr Karl Matthes, his
noninvasive ear probe utilized red and infrared light to
account for tissue and blood content variability. Based on
the principles of the Beer-Lambert Law (Fig. 1), the incident wave’s amplitude, Io, is exponentially attenuated by
the tissue’s absorption coefficient, e(l), and concentration
of absorbing substance, C, over a distance, L. The resultant
amplitude, IL, is an index for tissue oxygenation (StO2). The
inability to differentiate between venous and arterial
blood plagued these early devices making them grossly
inaccurate. By the early 1970s the accuracy of arterial
oxygen saturation improved through heating elements
within the probe increasing arterial capillary blood flow.
By 1972 Takuo Aoyagi was able to discriminate between
arterial and venous flow.1,2 He developed the first pulse
oximeter by targeting light pulsations, isolating the arterial component. This device received worldwide interest
from several engineering firms, and subsequently became
an invaluable tool for patient care.
In 1977 Dr Frans Jöbsis advanced StO2 research by
establishing near infrared spectroscopy (NIS) as a viable
and reliable measurement device.3 Unlike the pulse
oximeter, it utilizes infrared and near infrared light. The
near infrared light is not attenuated by skin, bone, or other
organs but is absorbed by oxygenated and deoxygenated
blood; however, infrared light is only absorbed by deoxygenated blood. Based upon reflected light, the NIS device
calculates the tissue’s optical density at each wave length,
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Fig. 1. Beer-Lambert Law—The incident wave’s amplitude, Io,
is exponentially attenuated by the tissue’s absorption coefficient, e(l), and concentration of the absorbing substance, C,
over a distance, L. The resultant amplitude, IL, is an index for
tissue oxygenation. The absorbing substance is any tissue—
bone, vasculature, RBC, or skin artifact—which reduces the
incident wave’s amplitude.

OD(l), by using a variation of the Beer-Lambert Law
(Fig. 2). The optical densities are utilized to derive the
change in total hemoglobin, D[Hgb], and oxygenated
hemoglobin, D[HgbO2]; the difference in these values,
D[O2], represents StO2. Furthermore, Mancini demonstrated that the correlation between NIS and venous oxygenation could act as a surrogate for tissue perfusion.4
Taken together these findings suggested that NIS affords a
continuous noninvasive direct measure of StO2.
Since Jöbsis’s early work, several animal models have
demonstrated and validated the ability to assess visceral
organ ischemia through NIS.5-8 Rhee’s group used rabbit
models with NIS probes over the stomach, liver, kidney,
and hamstring muscles.8 During partial hemorrhage and
resuscitation with autologous blood and crystalloid, they
monitored cytochrome oxygenation, cardiac output, and
oxygen delivery. During the resuscitation phase, a
decrease in mitochondrial cytochrome oxidation, which
correlated with cellular oxygenation, was identified. This
deficit was readily apparent despite traditional measures
indicating adequate resuscitation. Work was subsequently
extrapolated to guidance of fluid resuscitation in animal
models. Varela’s group studied swine models in shock
states that underwent either delayed, hypotensive, or
aggressive resuscitation.7 Through measurements of
gastric StO2, blood gasses, and blood flow, it was demonstrated that aggressive resuscitation was detrimental to
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OD(λ) = In (lo/lL) = ε(λ)CL
OD(λ) = {εHgb(λ)•Δ[Hgb] + εHgbO2(λ)•Δ[HgbO2]}•k(λ)
Δ[O2] = Δ [HgbO2] – Δ [Hgb]

Fig. 2. NIS over the thenar eminence—The device utilizes near infrared light which is absorbed by oxygenated and deoxygenated
blood and infrared light which is only absorbed by deoxygenated blood. Based upon reflected light, the NIS device calculates the
tissue’s optical density at both wave lengths, OD(l), through a variation of the Beer-Lambert Law. The product of concentration, C,
and length, L, equals the change in total hemoglobin, D[Hgb], and oxygenated hemoglobin, D[HgbO2]. The constant, k(l), is a factor
representing the total path traveled by the light. The optical densities are utilized to derive D[Hgb] and D[HgbO2]; the difference in
these values, D[O2], represents tissue oxygenation, StO2.
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ized ration (INR), tissue hemoglobin index, and hematsplanchnic perfusion; however, a hypotensive resuscitaocrit were able to predict the need for blood transfusions.
tion protocol was beneficial to both systemic and splanchHowever, StO2 was found to be an independent predictor
nic circulations resulting in higher gastric and portal vein
oxygenation saturations.
for blood transfusion in the study population with a
NIS has since transitioned to human studies and
SBP > 90 mmHg. This would imply that StO2 was able to
subsequently has been utilized with increasing frequency
identify wartime casualties requiring blood transfusion as
in clinical and surgical applications such as stroke
well as other possible lifesaving interventions in those
and subarachnoid hemorrhage management,9-12 cerebral
who would normally be triaged to a more conservative tier
of care given their initial vital signs.21
monitoring during cardiovascular procedures,13,14, and
15-19
detection of lower extremity compartment syndrome.
Similarly, Moore’s group performed a prospective
StO2 study to identify patients requiring a massive transNIS is also uniquely designed to assess and direct trauma
patient care. In the setting of hemorrhagic shock, accufusion.22 Seven US trauma centers enrolled 383 trauma
rate real-time knowledge of end-organ perfusion could
patients. Those requiring a massive transfusion demonprovide lifesaving and goal-directed measures, guiding
strated significant differences in their SBP and INR 2 hours
patient management. Traditional resuscitation algoafter emergency department (ED) admission as compared
rithms utilize parameters such as: changes in blood preswith the nonmassive transfusion group. Upon initial ED
sure, heart rate, urine output, base deficit, serum lactate,
admission, however, the StO2 was lower in the massive
or mental status to guide treatment. However, changes in
transfusion group, suggesting that StO2 can be utilized as
these parameters may be delayed with respect to an
an early noninvasive sign for a possible lifesaving interevolving physiologic stressor and therefore are not ideal
vention. Analogously, Cohn’s group performed a multiin the acute setting. For example, hypotension, systolic
center observational study of over 350 trauma patients
blood pressure less than 100 mmHg, usually seen in Stage
investigating the relationship between StO2, standard
3 shock, may not occur until a significant amount of
trauma parameters, and outcome.23 When StO2 was less
blood, 30%-40% of a patient’s circulating volume, is lost.
than 75%, there was a 78% sensitivity for the development
Also a base deficit or lactate value may be normal in the
of multiple-organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS). The
early stages of hemorrhagic shock even though occult
sensitivity of a base deficit >6 meq/L and systolic blood
hypoperfusion may be present. These concerns were
pressure <90 mmHg was similar for the subsequent
examined by Putman’s group during
100
evaluation of cardiopulmonary bypass
patients by comparing traditional base90
line laboratory measures to NIS read20
ings. StO2 changes associated with
80
cardiopulmonary bypass preceded the
rise in lactate and base deficit by nearly
70
90 minutes. These findings suggest
delayed changes in traditional mea60
sures of perfusion can underestimate
inadequate oxygen delivery resulting in
50
end-organ ischemia.
The necessity for timely data has
40
been heralded by civilian and combat
surgical teams. In these acute settings
30
critical lifesaving interventions are
predicated on physician experience and
20
rapid acquisition and interpretation of
10
data. Early NIS results have demonstrated a benefit to trauma patients.21-23
0
Beekley’s group performed a prospec0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100 110 120
tive, blinded observational study in 147
Time (min)
combat casualties during the Iraqi conflict to determine if NIS-derived tissue Fig. 3. Continuous MAP recording during Grade V liver injuries—The initial injury
oxygenation was an indicator of early was followed by a 30-minute hemorrhage and bolus resuscitation. At the 1-hour time
shock.21 A multivariate logistic regres- mark, there was no difference between LR, HEX, and HTS. At the 2-hour time mark,
sion analysis showed that systolic blood the decreased MAP after NS administration was statistically significant.
, NS;
pressure (SBP), international normal, LR;
, HEX;
, HTS;
, NF.
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development of MODS. Both studies
clearly show that StO2 is an early and
reliable indicator of patients requiring a
85
lifesaving intervention compared with
traditional vital signs or laboratory
80
measures.
A recent publication from our laboratory
utilized NIS technology and StO2
75
measures to investigate the hemodynamic and physiologic benefits of
70
common initial resuscitation strategies
in civilian and military settings.24 Swine
underwent Grade V liver injuries and
65
were allowed to freely bleed for 30
minutes, followed by peri-hepatic
60
packing. After hemorrhage, animals
were given a 12-minute intravenous
55
fluid resuscitation with either 2 L of
normal saline (NS), 2 L of Lactated Ringer’s (LR), 500 mL of Hextend (HEX),
50
0
10
20
30
40
50
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80
90
100 110 120 250 mL of 7.5% hypertonic saline with
Time (min)
3% Dextran (HTS), or no fluid (NF). Following injury, both mean arterial presFig. 4. Continuous StO2 recording during Grade V liver injuries—The NF group was
sure (MAP) and StO2 dropped rapidly
significantly different than all groups at the 1-hour time mark; however, no differ(Figs. 3 and 4). However, after reaching a
ence could be seen between NS and NF at the 2-hour time mark. A difference was not
nadir, a spontaneous increase in MAP
, NS;
, LR;
,
seen among LR, HEX, and HTS at the 1- and 2-hour time mark.
occurred even in the absence of fluid
HEX;
, HTS;
, NF.
resuscitation. This was not seen with the
StO2, suggesting that the elevation in
91
blood pressure is not associated with
increased perfusion. Our previous work
89
revealed that this period of “autoControl
resuscitation” is attributed to an
increase in systemic vascular resis87
tance.25 Furthermore, it was notable that
New
in the resuscitated animals their respecblood
85
tive MAPs were lower than baseline
whereas the StO2 measures were higher
83
or the same. Despite a lower MAP, the
Old
StO2 indicates that the animals may
blood
have
been adequately resuscitated.
81
These studies illustrate how StO2 and
blood pressure reflect different informa79
tion during hemorrhagic shock and
–60
0
60
120
180
resuscitation.
Minutes
In the event resuscitation with
colloid and crystalloid is unsuccessful,
Fig. 5. Tissue oxygenation during transfusion with old (ⱖ21 days) versus new (<21
transfusion with red blood cells (RBCs) is
days) blood—A significant decline in StO2 is noted after transfusion with the old
the next option. The intention of transblood. An increase in StO2 was not appreciated when RBCs less than 21 days old were
fusing RBCs is to increase end-organ
given.
perfusion and oxygenation.26,27 RBCs,
however, undergo structural and functional transformadevelopment of MODS. Tissue oxygenation and base
tions known as the storage lesion. These transformations
deficit were found to have a higher negative predictive
detrimentally impact the RBCs’ oxygen-carrying capacity,
value for MODS than hypotension; therefore during resusability to transverse the capillary network, capacity to
citation, an StO2 greater than 75% was not associated with
StO2

StO2 %

90
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after transfusion with standard preserved RBCs greater than 21 days
old, our latest data suggest a tissue oxyCryopreserved
Initiate transfusion
genation benefit was conferred with
85
cryopreserved blood. The StO2 measurements helped identify the failure to
increase tissue oxygenation with transfusion of standard liquid RBCs most
80
likely due to the storage lesion.
Aside from NIS providing insight
into the assessment of trauma patients
75
and their resuscitation efforts, identifying time-related deficits in traditional
Standard
laboratory values, and optimizing RBC
transfusions, the technology has been
70
integrated into other areas of patient
0
50
100
150
200
management. For example, StO2 has
Time (min)
been measured in patients with chronic
exertional compartment syndrome.18,19
Fig. 6. Cryopreserved and standard RBC transfusion versus StO2—The standard
Giannotti’s group demonstrated a pretransfusion results remained near baseline while those receiving cryopreserved
fasciotomy oxygenation deficit based
RBCs demonstrated a statistically significant increase in StO2 (p = 0.03).
upon decreased StO2, and subsequent
resolution to the normal range after procedure.46 Similarly, van den Brand’s group investigated a
vasoregulate via altered nitric oxide mechanisms,28-31 and
32
oxygen off-loading. These changes restrict perfusion and
larger military population with chronic exertional compartment syndrome through which lower extremity fasimpair end-organ oxygenation.33-37 Using NIS, our laboraciotomy normalized StO2.18 Finally, Shuler’s group studied
tory investigated the effect of RBC age on StO2 in trauma
patients. Patients receiving blood that was greater than or
StO2 levels in trauma patients with unilateral lower
equal to 21 days old (old blood) were compared with
extremity trauma.16 When normalized for the uninjured
patients who received blood that was less than 21 days old
leg, NIS was able to identify the extremity with lower per(young blood).38 The intent of the 21-day threshold was to
fusion pressure and possible acute or chronic compartment syndrome. One caveat to this technique is that NIS
ensure the storage lesion’s morphologic and biochemical
readings can potentially be altered by subcutaneous fluid
changes were manifest.39,40 The group that received old
collections or hematomas. Overall these studies demonblood demonstrated a significant decrease in StO2 comstrate consistent results and the benefit of noninvasive
pared with baseline measurements (Fig. 5). Conversely, the
analysis versus intra-compartmental pressure measurecontrol group and the group that received younger blood
ments or costly magnetic resonance imaging analysis.
did not demonstrate a significant change in StO2 after
Opportunities for early interventions were also seen
transfusion. These findings suggest that changes associduring monitoring of cerebral oxygenation in patients
ated with the storage lesion reduce tissue perfusion and
undergoing abdominal procedures.47 Through the use of
may explain why transfusion of older blood is associated
with worse outcomes.
bilateral forehead probes, over 120 patients were evaluCryopreservation (CP) prolongs the shelf life of
ated. Those randomized to the treatment arm were
RBCs and virtually eradicates the storage lesion. CP commanaged based upon regional cerebral oxygenation satupletely arrests these biochemical and morphological
ration (rSO2). Values less than 75% were initially addressed
pathways,41-44 resulting in maintenance of the preprocessby checking the ventilator and patient position, increasing
the FiO2, and providing intravenous fluids and vasopresing RBCs’ membrane integrity and their oxygen-carrying
capacity.45 The only variable that contributes to the
sors as needed. If these maneuvers were unsuccessful and
did not increase the rSO2, a bolus of propofol was given to
storage lesion is the duration of time from donation to
deep freeze. Our laboratory again utilized NIS to compare
decrease the cerebral oxygen requirement. Patients rantransfused cryopreserved blood with standard RBCs in a
domized to the nontreatment arm were managed based
trauma population. Immediately following the initiation
upon their vital signs. Those who received treatment intraof transfusion, there was an increase in StO2 in the CP
operatively according to their rSO2 values had a decreased
group that did not occur in the standard liquid preserved
postoperative care unit stay, a shorted hospitalization,
RBC group (Fig. 6) (unpublished data). As opposed to the
and improved postoperative Day-7 Mini Mental State
previous study, which showed a tissue oxygenation deficit
Examination. This intraoperative monitoring technique
StO2 (%)
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affords real-time feedback of cerebral oxygenation,
decreases the opportunity of cerebral hypoxic events, and
allows for early goal-directed interventions.
NIS is a developing technology with numerous applications. It is a noninvasive, portable device that can be
easily adapted to numerous settings including the emergency room or far-forward deployed military medical unit
for triage of casualties, an operating room for refinement
of anesthesia, or a hospital ward for bedside monitoring.
Its potential uses are well documented in the recent literature that focuses on early goal-directed diagnosis and
intervention as compared with traditional measures and
laboratories. NIS technology is becoming an adjunct to
first-line assessment and care, and could represent a
paradigm shift in patient management.
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